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on the subject of handling animals, undertaken the
operation. In this remarkable Division, apparently
there were masters of every trade.
Sir Ian Hamilton disembarked with the troops. He
seemed in no cheerful mood, and in reply to an idle
question concerning the prospects of a successful land-
ing on Gallipoli, observed, * It's going to be a bloody
business.' That grim comment was characteristic
of the speaker ; for he had that well-balanced mind
which enables the owner to contemplate calmly the
risks of an enterprise. But whatever misgivings
the leader may have felt, they did not appear to be
shared by the battalion officers of the Naval Division.
People more unconscious of a rising storm would be
difficult to find. In their belief, the landing at
Gallipoli was to be the brilliant prelude of a movement
which would close with the triumphal march of the
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force into Constanti-
nople. Talk in camp was more of the prospects of
woodcock shooting in the Greek islands than of the
resistance of the enemy, and quite a number of
officers, in expectation of sport, had brought with
them guns and even dogs. The rank and file, with
more excuse, were equally light-hearted. In fact,
with the exception of a weak Brigade of Royal Marines,
who kept closely to themselves, officers and men wore
the air of being engaged in some joyous adventure.
Units had their marquee tents, their motor-cars, and
their bands: nothing, in truth, which money could
buy, or troopships could carry, was absent from their
equipment. All the Division required now was an
open road to Constantinople : and that, unfortunately,
was precisely what the enemy were determined to
deny. But the Naval Division were not the only
people in Egypt at this period who thought lightly of
the fighting powers of the Turkish soldier. The
British community generally shared the same view.

